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Coating technology

Turnkey magnetron
sputtering lines

High efficiency
and reliability,

advanced quality
and versatility are

some important
characteristics of

the Magnetron
Sputtering

Production Line -
MSPL - from Tung

Tay Vacuum
Coating Engineering. The Taiwanese manufacturer and

coated glass supplier has designed and built the coating line
for glass producers seeking a good price/performance ratio.

Based in Taiwan, Tung Tay
Vacuum Coating Engineering
Co. Ltd. is a manufacturer of

coating systems for glass, and a producer of a
wide range of coated glass to meet the
requirements of the glass industry. Tung Tay
provides customers with successful coaters
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on a turnkey basis, including erection,
commissioning and complete personnel
training. Another Taiwanese firm, Shyung Chu,
is the marketing unit for Tung Tay’s products,
which include the MSPL - Magnetron
Sputtering Production Line. The MSPL meets a
variety of needs of glass pro-ducers at
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competitive prices.  The magnetron sputterer
installed at Tung Tay’s demonstra-tion plant in
Cheng-Du, China, has proved its capacity and
performance, as well as its reliability and
quality throughput.

MSPL
The magnetron sputtering process is used for

coating flat glass, applying Tung Tay’s unique
design concept and process control technique.
What is even more important is that this coater

is totally designed and built for producers who
are particular about price/performance and
short return on their investment. Capable of
rapid, efficient deposition of various materials
on glass panels, the MSPL has been a flagship
of Tung Tay’s production, attracting much
attention in the marketplace. Tung Tay has
made its coating systems to meet the most
stringent requirements of the international
glass industry for high efficiency and
reliability, advanced quality, excellent

versatility, and justifiable economy.

Specialised architectural
glass coating system

This industrial coating system has been
designed for the entire loading area to be
utilised, minimising the need for a large
production area. An on-line quality control
device engineered by our technical staff allows
customers to fabricate quality glass products.
With the use of PLCs, all machine operations

Fig. 2
Reflective
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Layout of
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such as glass transportation, vacuum pumping
control, logical sequential control, and counting
and timing are fully automated. This translates
into precision process control for quality and
stability, and therefore minimal downtime.

 Because of the system’s modularity, tailor-
made solutions are available to suit the
customer’s requirements. A variety of metals
and non-metals are sputtered with inert or
reactive gases in the chambers to generate the
desired results.

The system works by transporting the
substrate (flat glass) to be coated into a
chamber in which sputtering takes place. A
controlled inflow of inert gas is fed into the
sputtering chamber. An electric field is applied
between two poles. Electrons are accelerated by
this electric field, colliding with neutral atoms
and causing ionisation and the generation of
ions and more electrons. These new electrons

are accelerated by the field creating a con-
tinuous process, resulting in a plasma. The
positively charged ions of gas in the glowing
plasma are attracted and accelerated towards
the negatively charged target, resulting in con-
tinuous energetic bombardments on the surface.
Atoms of the bombarded target, such as Ti,
stainless steel, are “sputtered” out of the target
and deposited into the substrate, building up a
thin coating layer which is firm, chemically
stable and consistent in colours.

Turnkey systems
Based on extensive experience in manu-

facturing coated glass, Tung Tay can offer  new
technologies. All of the company’s products
conform to international standards for pollution
control. No toxic or harmful gas, effluence,
smoke or other pollutants are created during the
glass coating process and, in addition to these
environmental benefits, customers have solu-
tions specifically designed to meet their needs.

Fig. 4
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Fig. 5
A view of
the washer

MSPL FEATURES
• unique magnetron cathodes
• special glass washing stations
• efficient pumping system
• synchronised transporting mechanism
• precision gas filling system
• advanced vacuum locks
• automatic computerised control system
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